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Dashboard & Navigation
Getting around Enquire CRM

Your Dashboard

Start your day with the information that matters most

Widgets

https://account.enquiresolutions.com

Widgets
and alerts
keep you up
to date!

Overviews
See your daily to-do
list. Activities are
displayed in
chronological order.

Tabs
Easily navigate
between important
overviews by simply
clicking a tab.

Top Navigation
The navigation bar will be at the top of each page in Enquire CRM.

Alerts
Add New

Click here to
view any
alerts you
may have

Help

Search for something
You can search by name, phone
number and even email address

Advanced Search
Access the advanced
search

Click to
submit a help
desk ticket or
to view the
help center
articles

Quick Add
Click on the
lightning bolt to
quickly add a
referral

Click on this
dropdown to
create a new
profile

Dashboard Widgets
Quick at-a-glance information

Notifications

Time Stamp

Due Today

Get notified when you’re assigned a lead or an

New Leads

List of activities that you have due for the

activity.

See new leads that have not been assigned

Shows any “time specific” event on your

to a team member. These come in from

calendar.

current day.

integrations with your webforms.

Sync with your Outlook or Gmail Calendar.

Dashboard Widgets
Quick at-a-glance information

Log Activity
Quickly log an activity
without leaving the
main page.

Schedule
Quickly schedule an
upcoming meeting or
tour.

Log a Call
Quickly log an
incoming or outgoing
call.

Quick Task

Daily Activity Summary
See what types of activities you have
completed for the current day.

Quick view of all activities – listed in chronological order. Click

Send Email

directly on individuals’ name to jump directly to the profile.

Quickly send and log
an email.
*only available if your
email is synced.

Dashboard Widgets
Quick at-a-glance information

New Referrals

History

See the details on each of your new referrals such

See all changes you have made within Enquire in

as Name, Date Created and where they came
from.
(These are captured through integrations with
your EMRs/EHRs.)

Watch List

chronological order.

Updated

Keep an eye on the referrals of your choice. Add

A list of all of your profiles in chronological order of

someone to your Watch List from their profiles

when they were last updated, and who updated

General Information form.

them.

Dashboard Widgets
Quick at-a-glance information

Quick Navigation
Quickly check the trends for
your Sales Stages by utilizing the
tabbing above the charts
Sales Stages for this visual are
triggered off Completed
Activities that correspond to the
specific stage.

Sales Stage Trends
See how you’re doing in each Sales Stage of the process month over month.

To know which Completed
Activities are triggering – look
for the RED Icons in the Activity
Log
Referral
Qualified
Accepted
Admission

Dashboard Widgets
Quick at-a-glance information

Scheduled Move-In / Move-Out (60 days)

Admission

Typically used within Senior Living Communities. Using Housing Contracts, this keeps

Quick view of all Post Acute patients that are tracked via the Admission Checklist.

track of all future move-ins and move-outs.

Know the last milestone and the next directly on your dashboard.

Left Hand Menu
Navigate Enquire CRM using the left-hand menu on every screen
People

Recently Viewed

Expand to see more
options

Rolling list of the last
10 profiles you have
viewed

Individual Classification Lists

Activity

Expanded list of your
activities.

Lists of all individuals within your
database categorized by their
classification.

Company
Templates
Notifications

Create document and
email templates

A list of your
notifications

Lists
Campaign

Calendar

View of your
calendar

Reports

Track your metrics

List of all organizations within
your database (also referred to
as Accounts)

Campaigns for
your community

Service

All services at your
community

Settings

Update your account
information

Lists saved in the Advanced
Search reside here

Advanced

Search for lists of people
based on criteria

Best Practices
Did you know?

Right Click to open in new tab
You can right click on names, tabs,
titles and widgets to open the next
page in a new tab.

Notification on the Navigation
Bar
Using the bell icon on the
navigation bar allows you to see
the topic of the notification
without leaving the page you are
on.
* Blue highlighted items have not been read.

Leads & Relationships
Referral, Patient, Contact
and Referring Contact

Type of Individuals
Enquire allows you to track four types of people

Referral

An individual who
is referred to us.

Patient

A Referral that is
Admitted.

Contact

Anyone with a
Personal
relationship to
your Referral.
Could be an Adult
Child, Spouse,
Brother, etc.

*Note – Easily identify the type of individual by the color of
their Header Card

Referring
Contact

The Professional
that sent you’re the
Referral. Could be a
Physician,
Discharge Nurse,
Case Worker, etc.

Type of Individuals

Simple Rule for Adding Individuals

Keep this in mind when entering
new individuals:
* Every referral should be linked
to the Referring Contact that send
them to you.

Referral
1. Enter your Referral

* Every Referring Contact should
be linked to the company/Account
they work for.

Referring
Contact
1. Enter your
Referring Contact

Referring
Contact
2. Link your Referral
to the Referring
Contact that sent
them.

Company or
Account
2. Link your Referring
Contact to the
Company or Account
they work for.

Primary Contacts

Easily identify who your Primary Point of Contact is on each profile.

Primary Contact
Easily identify who your main point
of contact, or “Primary Contact”, is
by looking for the Green Checkmark
on the business cards and the
information tabs.
The Primary Contacts’ card will also
be the top card when you are
viewing a profile.

This can easily be changed by simply
clicking on the Checkmark on
another individual's card.

*Notice the colors of the
cards, easy to identify
individual types.

Creating New Profiles
Manually create new and
link individuals.

Quick Add
Using the quick add to start a new Profile

Assign User
Inquiry Type
The method the prospect or contact
used for contacting your
community.

Inquiry Result
The outcome of the inquiry.

Referral Information
Basic information for your referral
gathered during the inquiry.

Who the new referral is
assigned to.

Select Relationship
The relationship the contact has to the
referral (if applicable).

Contact Information
Some basic information gathered for the
contact such as a spouse or adult child (if
applicable).

Adding a Referral
When you receive phone calls or walk-ins

1

Click the Add New tab on
the top right of every page.
Select Referral.

2

Fill out the basic information for
your Referral such as Inquiry
Activity, Name, Phone and Email.
If you have Contact information,
you can complete here as well.

3

As you type the last name,
phone and email a duplicate
search window will appear to
help you avoid entering the
same lead twice. Once
complete click Add.

Adding Additional Contacts to a Profile
Adding additional family and friends to an existing profile

1

While looking at an
existing Profile, click the
Relationships tab
located above the forms.

2

Click on New Person.
Fill out the First Name,
Last Name, a phone
number (optional) and
an email (optional).

3

Choose the relationship
the contact has to the
referral.
Check the Primary
Contact box if you wish
to automatically
designate this individual
at the Primary Contact.

4

Click Add. You will see the
contacts’ header card
appear on the left. If you
designated the new
contact as the primary
contact, they will
automatically appear
above the prospect.

Adding a New Referring Contact
Referring Contacts are Professionals that Referred a Prospect to you

1

Click the Add New tab on
the top right of every page.
Select Referring Contact.

2

Fill out the form with the proper
information. You can tie your
Referring Contact to their
Company/Account here OR add
from the profile.

3

Once complete click Add.
This method is best when adding Referring
Contacts that could Refer at a later date.
See next page for adding Referring
Contacts to existing Prospects.

Adding a Referring Contact to a new Referral
Remember to link the Referring Contact to the new Referral

1

Create the Referral
Profile as normal. Once
created, click the
Relationships tab
located above the forms.

2

Click on Existing Referrer
or New Referrer
If Existing, search by
typing in the name and
skip to step 4.
If New, Fill out the First
Name, Last Name, a
phone number (optional)
and an email (optional).

3

You can tie them to their
Company/Account here if
it already exists in your
system OR you can create
the Company/Account by
selecting +Add
Company.

4

Click Add. You will see
the Referral Sources’
header card appear
below the other
header cards on the
left.

See next slide on how Enquire can save you time by
automatically requesting the Referring Contact each
time you create a Referral.

Using Enquire Automations to link Referring Contacts
Enquire has an automation to assist with linking Referrals to Referring Contacts.

1

Create the Referral
Profile as normal (see
pg. 18).
On the new Referral
profile, update the
Sending Org/Source,
Status and Care Level.
These are located on the
Qualification Form.

2

By selecting a
professional source within
the Sending Org/Source
field, the system will
automatically provide a
pop-up requesting you to
specify the Referring
Contact.

3

By selecting Existing
Referrer, you are linking a
Referring Contact that
already exists in your
database to this Referral.

The automation works when you select ANY Sending
Org/Source that is designated as a Professional source.

4

By selecting New
Referrer, you can
create a new Referring
Contact AND link the
Referring Contact to
the Company/Account
they work for.

Profile at a Glance
Everything you need in one place

1

Use the TABS at the top of the profile to quickly
jump to the Form you need.

2

Some Forms are specific to only your Referral
while others have Tabs denoting the individual
you are gathering information for.

3
4

Quickly update any Field in the profile by
selecting the BLUE underlined text, selecting the
correct option or enter text, and clicking the
checkmark.
Header cards organize personal information
such as phone numbers and email addresses
for quick access. Every individual will have their
own card. The Company/Account is also visible
on the Referring Contact cards.
Each Referral (blue card) should be connected
to the Referring Contact (yellow card) for
proper reporting.

Best Practices
Did you know?

Lightning Bolt

Drop Down Arrow

If you are filling in an Add New
form and your form disappears,
clicking directly on the Lightning
Bolt will bring your form back with
the information you’ve already
completed.

If you need to change the Type of
individual – simply click the down
arrow on their card and change the
Type.

*If you click back on Add New, the form can be
empty.

Examples:
*A Prospect that turns out to be a Contact.
*Convert a Spouse to a Resident once the
Prospect has moved into a Unit.
*A Prospect that turns out to be a Professional
Referral Source.

New Referrals
Managing electronically
captured Referrals.

Manage Referrals that are electronically capture
Referrals pushed to Enquire via integrations with your EMR or EHR systems

New Referrals
By integrating with your EMR/EHRs, we can
capture the Referrals and pre-build the profile.
This eliminates the manual creation of your

Referrals, ultimately speeding up time it takes
your team to accept the referral.
The Referrals are filtered to the Dashboard
and can be worked by anyone that is available
at the specific location.
They will remain on the Dashboard until
someone takes ownership of the Referral.
Best practice is to “remove” a Referral from

New Referrals box

the New Referrals box as quickly as possible.

Referrals listed in the New Referrals box on your
dashboard are pre-built profiles.

*You must have an integration for referrals to

They are pushed into Enquire via integrations
with your EMR/EHRs

push to the New Referrals box.

Manage Referrals that are electronically capture
Remove Referrals from the New Referrals Box

New Referrals
Each time you receive a Referral electronically, they
are filtered into the New Referrals box located on the
Dashboard. This box is Location specific, meaning

every team member with access to the location can
see the Referrals as they come in.
Typically the Intake Coordinator manages this box for
the team.

Easily Track the Referring Contact
When a Referral is captured via this integration, the
Referring Contact is automatically captured (or
created) and connected to the Referral.
With this information you can easily see and track
who the Referral came from as well as the Hospital or
Company/Account. Making tracking easy and
ensuring your Reports are accurate.

Manage Referrals that are electronically capture
Take ownership in as little as 2 steps

Step 1
Click on the name of the Referral. This will open the
Referral profile.

Step 2
On the top of the profile, the Referral name will
appear with the words “assigned to” and a generic
placeholder, typically where the Referral originated.
Click on the placeholder to display the dropdown

options and select either your own name or a team
member that will take ownership of the Referral.
Once the Referral has been reassigned, they will no
longer show on within the New Referrals box on the
dashboard.
Refer to pg. 45 on steps for updating the key fields

once the profile has been assigned.

Activities & Notes
Track your tasks
and appointments easily

Activity Box
Add activities easily to track touchpoints with each Referral or Referring Contact

1

2

3

4

1

Log Activity
Use this tab to log an activity
that was not pre-scheduled
but is complete.

2

Schedule

3

Log a Call

4

Use this tab to schedule a
future task or appointment.

Quickly log a call in or call out
as it happens.

Send Email
Log a sent email as an activity with

the email in the notes.
*You must have the Outlook plug-in
active for the email to send.

Sales Stages
How they work and why are they important

Referral
Every Profile has a Referral activity. This activity
represents how the initial contact was made. The
Referral activity and date is vital to reporting.

Qualified
We can trigger the Qualified stage with a completed
activity or a completed step in the Admissions
Checklist.

Accepted

We can trigger the Accepted stage with a
completed step in the Admissions Checklist. This
can also automatically update the Status from

“Pending” to “Accepted”

Admission
An Admission can be triggered automatically when
the Admissions Checklist is completed OR through
an ADT push from one of your integrations.

Sales stage bar automatically advances
Conversion rates are tracked off Completed Sales Stage Activities in your reports.

Logging Activities
Creating an Activity that was not pre-scheduled but is Complete

1

Quickly jump to the
Activity Form by clicking
the Activity tab at the
top of the Profile.

2

Click the Log Activity
tab

3

Complete the form with
the Activity, the Result
and Notes.
*The Date Completed field
should be updated to reflect the
date the activity was completed
BEFORE clicking the add button.

4

Click Add.

Scheduling Activities
Creating an activity or task for some time in the future

1

Quickly jump to the
Activity Form by clicking
the Activity tab at the
top of the Profile.

2

Click the Schedule tab.

3

Complete the Activity
form with the Activity,
Date and Time the
activity is due and Notes.
*The All Day box should be
checked for any Activities that do
NOT require a specific time block.
See Next Page for more
information

4

Click Add.

All Day vs Time Specific Activities
Scheduling and how they effect my Calendar

ALL DAY

All Day Activities are general activities. These need
to get completed on a specific day, but they can be
completed at any time on that day.
Examples would be Emails and Calls.

Time Specific

Time Specific Activities are meetings. These need to
be completed at a specific time during the specified
day.
Examples would be Tours, Assessments, Appointments

Only Time Specific Activities will show on your Enquire Calendar. Time Specific Activities
such as Tours, Outreach Appointments and Bedside Assessments can be synced to your
Outlook Calendars.

Log a Call
Creating a Call In or Out Activity as it happens

1

Quickly jump to the
Activity Form by clicking
the Activity tab at the
top of the Profile.

2

Click the Log a Call tab

3

Complete the form with
the Call Activity, the
Result and Notes.
Major difference between Log
Activity and Log a Call is the
inability to backdate a Log a Call.
This option is used as the call
happens or immediately after.

4

Click Add.

Send Email
Creating a Call In or Out Activity as it happens

1

Quickly jump to the
Activity Form by clicking
the Activity tab at the
top of the Profile.

2

Click the Send Email
tab

3

Complete the FOR
section. Type the body of
your email just as you
would normally with the
Subject Line and Email
Body.

4

Click Send.

This will log an Email
Out Activity with the
Subject Line and Body
saved with the Activity.

Exchange Integration is Required for emails to be sent from Enquire. Speak to your Account Manager or click the link
below for more information.

Help Center Article: Exchange/Outlook Integration

Manage Scheduled Activities
How to Complete, Cancel, No Show or Reschedule Open Activities

1

Select the activity you
are updating by
Checking the box on the
left of the Activity.

2

A blue Action box will
appear, click the box
and select the option
you wish.

3

If you select Complete, a
pop-up will appear that will
allow you to confirm the
Date of completion, the
Result and add Notes.
If you select Cancel, No
Show or Reschedule simply
follow the prompts.

4

Click Save to complete and
return to the profile.
Click Save & Create New to
be redirected to the Activity
page.

Admission Checklist
Quickly track key steps leading up
to the admission.

Admission Checklist
Track the key steps need before you Admit your Referral

1

Use the TABS at the top of the profile to quickly
jump to the Admission Checklist Form.

2

The Admission Checklist is a customizable list
of items used to track the steps of admitting a
referral to your facility.

By working your way down the checklist, you can
easily track what has been completed and what is
still needed for your referral.

Each item has a title and a description that can
be customized to fit your processes.
A completed Activity will be logged each time
an items is checked off, making reporting easy.

Working the Checklist
Updating each checklist item

1

Quickly jump to the
Admission Checklist
Form by clicking the tab
at the top of the Profile.

2

Update the notes for
the specific item.

3

Update the “What
Happened?” field. This is
the Result of the specific
item.

4

Click Complete.
*If this checklist item is not
applicable to this referral, you
can select N/A instead of
complete.

Working the Checklist
Updating each checklist item

When you Complete an item on the
checklist, the date stamp and checkmark
will display next to the name.

By selecting Complete or N/A on the
checklist, the system will automatically Log
an activity for reporting purposes.
You can also trigger automations such as
updating the profile status by simply
completing an item on the checklist.

Help Center Article: Admission Checklist

Tracking Outcomes
Updating the Status of the Referral

Status Updates
Each Referral is tracked through their Status.

Basics
The Status of a Profile is either Active or
Inactive. This is designated on the
individual's business card.
The Status of a Profile should remain Active
unless they are Denied, Lost or Deceased.

On the Qualifications form, each Referral

and Patient has a Status field, which is how
they are tracked and reported on.
You can track your Referral through the
lifecycle from Pending to Accepted to
Admitted (or Denied, Lost, etc.). You can
also track Denied Reasons, Lost Reasons and

Destinations (if they were lost to a
competitor)
Enquire has Automations that will assist in
updating the Status. See next page.

Updating the Status

Manually Update the Status of your Referral to Accepted and Admit

1

On the new Referral profile,
locate the Qualification
form. Locate the Status
field and click on the Empty
to display your dropdown
options.

2

Select the specific Status
for your Referral.
When creating a new
Referral, you will start
with Pending. Once you
know if they are
Accepted, Denied or
Lost you can simply
update the field to match.

3

If Accepted, you will work
the Referral as normal.
Once you know they will
be admitted you can
simply update the field to
Admit. The system will
automatically convert
your Referral to a Patient.

4

You can report on
various items such as
total number of
Pending and Admits as
well as where they are
coming from (plus
much more).

The automation works when you select Admit from the
Status.

Updating the Status

Manually Update the Status of your Referral to Denied or Lost

1

On the new Referral profile,
locate the Qualification
form. Locate the Status
field and click on the Empty
to display your dropdown
options.

2

Select the specific Status
for your Referral.
When creating a new
Referral, you will start
with Pending. Once you
know if they are
Accepted, Denied or
Lost you can simply
update the field to match.

3

By selecting a specific
Denied or Lost option
from the Status dropdown
the system will
automatically Inactivate
the profile.

4

You can report on various
items such as total number
of Denied and/or Lost as
well as reasons and
competitors that you lost
them to (plus much more).

The automation works when you select ANY Denied,
Lost or Death option from the dropdown.

We can automate that!
Enquire can automate many of the steps your teams perform – saving time and ensuring accuracy

Workflow Automations
To ensure accuracy of data and cut down on
the number of clicks your team must
perform, Enquire can automate many of the
steps for updating the Status.

In addition to automations discussed on
previous pages, we can automate the Status
updates directly from specific Activities or
directly from the Admission Checklist.
For Example we can update the Status from
Pending to Accepted automatically once the

Sex Offender/Background Check is
completed on the Admission Checklist.
We can also integrate with your EMR/EHR
and automate based on ATD messaging. If
you Admit an individual within you
EMR/EHR, Enquire can automatically create
Speak to your Enquire Account Manager about
various Automations as well as integrations with
your EMR or EHR.

a corresponding activity and update the
Status for you.

Tracking Re-Admits and Sharing
Leads
Easily track Re-Admitting Patients and
share a discharge with another care line
within your company.

Re-Admits and Sharing
Track a Patient for multiple visits and share them with your AL/IL communities

1
2

Using the Location Tabs at the top of the
profile will allow you to easily manage and keep
track of Referrals/Patients through multiple
admits and discharges.

Using the same Location Tabs will enable you
to “share” this Referral/Patient with another
care level within your company.
For example: A Patient discharges from your
Skilled Nursing facility. Instead of simply
discharging them, you can “share” them as a
new prospect with your Assisted Living facility.

Your Assisted Living sales team will be notified
of the lead through the New Leads box on the
dashboard and the Market Source would be
your Skilled Nursing facility.
Your Assisted Living sales team now has a fresh
Prospect that is already familiar with and
comfortable with your company.

Re-Admits
Track a Patient for multiple visits within your Post-Acute environment

1

To manually re-admit a patient, press the ‘+’ to
the right of the community tab.

2

Once the Internal Referral pop-up appears, you
will select the same community and press Send
Referral
For example: George Carin discharged from
Myrtle SNF community a month ago. He is now
being referred to Myrtle SNF again. Because he
already exists, I will press the ‘+’ at the top of
his old profile, select Myrtle SNF from the drop
down and press Send Referral to start his new
instance.

*Note –If an individual is Referred via an integration
with your EMR/EHRs and they match an existing
Patient, this process will automatically happen.

Re-Admits
Track a Patient for multiple visits within your Post-Acute environment cont.

1
2

If a Re-Admit is completed for a Post-Acute
individual, you will see a caret on the location
tab at the top of the profile.

By clicking on the caret you can select which
instance you would like to work on.
For the new instance, the Referral will appear
on the dashboard under New Referrals tab and
need to be assigned to the proper team
member to begin working.
Some information will copy over but you would
treat them just as you would a new Referral by
linking the Referring Contact, updating the
Status, Sending Org and Care Level.

Sharing a Lead
Share a Patient with your Senior Living teams

1
2

To Share or Refer an existing Referral/Patient
with your other locations, press the ‘+’ to the
right of the community tab.

Once the Internal Referral pop-up appears, you
will select the community you would like to
share with and press Send Referral.
For example: George Carin discharged or is
about to discharge from Myrtle SNF
community. He would be a great fit with our
Palmetto location which is our Memory Care
and Assisted Living community.
I will press the ‘+’ at the top of his profile, select
Palmetto from the drop down and press Send
Referral to share his information with the sales
team at Palmetto.

Re-Admits
Track a Patient for multiple visits within your Post-Acute environment cont.

1

If an individual is shared with another
community, you will see multiple location tabs
at the top of the profile.

For the new community, the Referral will appear
on the dashboard under the New Leads tab and
need to be assigned to the proper team
member to begin working.
Some information will copy over but you would
treat them just as you would a new Prospect by
updating the Status, and Care Level.

2
Help Center Article: Location Tabs and Internal Referrals

The Sending Org/Source field will autopopulate with the community that shared (in
this example Myrtle SNF).
The location tabs are visible to both Myrtle SNF
and Palmetto, but without special access the
team members cannot edit fields outside of
their own location.

Enquire Help Center
Custom articles to help you along the
way

Accessing our Help Center
Find articles on almost anything you want to learn more about.

You may have noticed a floating “Help” button on the bottom right corner of every
page within Enquire.
Clicking on this button will give you a search box as well as some Suggested Topics
based on the key words you’ve typed in.

Help Center Article: Training

On the Navigation Bar you will find a ‘?’
icon. Remember that the Navigation
Bar will be on every page you visit
within Enquire.
Clicking the Icon will give you two
options, open a ticket with our support
desk or go directly into our Help Center
to search your topic.

